
Review for Pumpkin JY-C0662T
Android  4.4  Car  Stereo  for
Toyota

    Key Features

Android 4.4 Kitkat OS
Steeling Wheel Control function
2 inch LCD HD Capacitive touch screen
Support OBD2
Support both 3G and Wifi
Support Bluetooth
Support 7 Color Button Indicator
Support 1080p Video
Support DVR, Reversing camera

I’ll  give  a  review  of  Pumpkin  JY-
C0662T. The unit has a 6.2″ capacitive touch screen and is fla
nked by buttons on the two side. The buttons are pretty well l
aid out and are easily accessible.

Radio: This tuner sounds just as good if not better than my st
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ock  Toyota  radio.  There  are  your  basic  auto-
scan (Scan) and preset buttons for the radio stations. There i
s  a  band  button  (on-
screen)  that  chooses  between  AM,  FM  and  RDS.

CD/DVD: There’s a slide in slot atop the radio for CD/DVD disc
s. Works as expected when you insert a CD it launches the CD p
layer and plays the music. Basic seek and skip functionality i
s available and it also supports DVD video playback.

Navigation: The unit comes with GPS, and it functions much as 
you would expect. You plug in an address and it navigates a ro
ute there. You can also use Google Maps / Nav, which works but
 does require a data connection as the maps and routing are no
t done on the device, but rather online.

Wifi/ 3G data: There is a Wifi/ 3G cable that supports wifi (b
uilt-
in) or 3G dongle (extra) to support data capabilities. If you 
have a phone that supports tethering, you can use it as your w
ifi data source.

Pandora & Google Apps: Because this is a true Android car head
 unit, it supports Pandora, Spotify and Google Music, and many
 other popular Google apps from the play store.

Bluetooth Phone & Audio: You can pair the stereo with your blu
etooth phone or audio device, once paired you can do the follo
wing:  Dial  out  and  receive  calls  hands-
free via the Mic. Your phone contacts can be downloaded into t
he unit.
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